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Finding Out 

 

Talks by subject teachers about KS4 courses will take 
place during lessons  
Talks on ‘New Subjects’ will take place in School 

. 
 

 

Actual Choices 

 

Initial Thougts 

 

Initial option survey carried out during the early Spring 
Term.  
 
 

 
We will still be able to discuss and, if necessary, amend 

options in the early summer term 

Pastoral work by form tutors during PSE lessons using 
the School’s Option Book. Also, pupils will: 

a) use careerswales.com 
b) resource work with the Careers Adviser. 

 

Option Sheets will go out after Parents’ Evening to be 
returned by the end of term. The sooner they are 

returned the better, but we appreciate that you will need 
to carefully consider choices and may need to contact 
subject staff or seek further advice. 

 

Exploring 

Further 

 

Finalising 

Choices 



 

Curriculum 2015 

 
 

 

The Welsh Government has 

introduced significant changes 

to the Key Stage 4 curriculum 

starting November. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Following these changes there will be a far greater emphasis in Key Stage 4 

on Mathematics, English, Science and the Welsh Baccalaureate. 
 



 

 

New GCSEs 
 

 

 
 

 

As a result all pupils at Gowerton will study: 

 

 Two  GCSEs in Maths, Numeracy and Mathematics  

 English language and Literature 

 A minimum of two GCSE science courses 

 Welsh GCSE full course 

 The Welsh Baccalaureate 

 Three Option choices 

 Short course GCSE in RE



 

The New Welsh Baccalaureate 
 

Gowerton School has been in the forefront of using the Wbac qualifications at both Key 

Stage 4 and with the Sixth Form and puts us in a particularly strong position in delivering 

these new qualifications with success. 

 

 

 
 
 



 

 
 
 
To Parents and Pupils in Year Nine 
 

There are a few Key things to think about 
 
Consider everything and be sensible 

In order to impress upon your child the importance of making sensible and 
useful decisions, we have addressed our remarks mainly to the pupils 

themselves.   Your own role, however, is crucial and it is hoped that you will 
make time to read the booklet and discuss the matter of choice with your 
child. 

 
Think about where you want to be in future 
The pupils will also be considering their career and subject options during 

PSE lessons.   This will provide them with the opportunity to further explore 
the world of work and the links between subjects and career choices. 

 
 
 

Where we can help 
After discussion with parents and the staff, pupils will complete the option 

form, which they will also receive, indicating which subjects they hope to 
study. 
 

When the completed option sheet is returned to school, it will be examined 
to ensure that each child is opting for a range of subjects that does not lead 
to a dangerous over-specialisation, and is within his or her ability range.    

 
If a course is grossly under-subscribed it may be withdrawn.  

Occasionally, groups are over-subscribed and some pupils may not be 
able to have their full choice.   These occasions, however, are rare and 
you will be informed if they arise.    

 
No choice that your child makes will be changed without informing you. 

 
 
Any questions or advice needed? 

There will be an opportunity to discuss options at the Parents’ Evening on 
12th March with either Mr Alan Bevan, Assistant Headteacher or the Head 
of Year 9. 

 
If there are any questions that you wish to ask about the choices, please 

contact the school at any time and ask to speak to the Head of Year 9.   
 



 
 

 
THE FRAMEWORK FOR YOUR CHOICES 
 

Compulsory Subjects 
Everyone will take: 

 Maths Numeracy & Mathematics – two GCSEs. 

 Science – worth two GCSE grades. 

 English – Language & Literature, worth two GCSE grades. 

 Welsh GCSE 

 The New Welsh Baccalaureate, worth 1 GCSE 

 GCSE short course RE (worth ½ a GCSE) 
 

 
Option Subjects 

In addition to these ‘compulsory subjects’ you will be able to choose three 
other subjects. 
 

GCSE subjects that you may choose from are: 
 
Art 

Catering 
Computing 

Construction 
D&T: Graphics 
D&T: Product Design 

Drama 
French 

Geography 

Health & Social Care 

History 
Information Technology 

Music 
Physical Education 
Religious Education 

Spanish 
Textiles 

Triple Science 
 
Btec Level 2 Courses Available:  

Public Services BTEC             
Sport BTEC                                
Business Btec                          
 

Each worth 1 GCSE equivalent 

 
 

 
Your Pathway 

Success in these subjects will form a large part of your qualifications at the 
end of your time in school – the time when you will be looking for a job or 
deciding whether to go on with more studying, probably in the sixth form. 

 
The decisions that you make now are very important – not just for the next 
few years, but for the rest of your life.    
You must, therefore, make your choices with the greatest possible 
care. 

All the courses offered can be continued as learning pathways either within 
Gowerton Sixth form or the Swansea Sixth Forms Consortium. 

 

This makes a total of 

11 Full GCSEs 



 

 

Choosing Options 
 

Find out about the Facts 
 

 Read the booklet very carefully 

 
 Make sure you know what a subject demands 

 
 Talk to the staff who teach the subject 

 

Choose Sensibly at your Ability Level 
Be honest with yourself as to what you can and cannot manage.   Don’t aim 
too low or impossibly high.   It is important that you succeed in your chosen 

subjects, and the staff will not allow you to start on a course which is much 
too difficult for you and inevitably leads to failure.  If you find ‘swotting’ for 

examinations difficult, try to balance one or two ‘swot’ subjects with those 
which do not tax you in this way. 
 

Choose a Balanced Set of Courses 
It is important that you have a good general education.   Your future career 
should not dominate your subject choices at this stage, as your ideas may 

change several times by the end of Year 11.   A too narrow specialisation is 
to be avoided at all costs.   Attempt to strike a balance between Arts and 

Sciences, and between Creative and Academic.  Think seriously about the 
subjects that you are good at and the subjects that you like. 
 

Ask for Information 
All members of staff will be happy to talk to you about their subject.   You 

cannot have too much information. 
 
Other Pitfalls to be avoided 

 
 Don’t choose subjects just because your best friends choose them 

or just because you like the teacher. 

 Don’t ignore a subject because you think that you won’t like the 
teacher. 

 Don’t choose subjects just because they are new. 
 Don’t choose subjects which look easy – you could be surprised 

and very bored. 

Note 
During the summer term you will be expected to continue to work hard at 

all your Year Nine subjects. 
If you fail to work at the subjects you have chosen for study in Year 10, or 
at any other subjects, staff will have reason to question your general 

attitude and perseverance. 
They will then be justified in reviewing the level or suitability for courses at 
which you can successfully work over a long period in Years 10 and 11. 



 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

Who to Ask? Contact Staff 
   

 
 
Subject 

  Course Manager Room 

 
Art 

Business Btec 

Catering                                           

Compulsory PE 

Compulsory RE 

Construction 

Design & Technology 

Drama 

English Language &  Literature 

French 

Geography 

Health & Social Care 

History 

ICT or Computing 

Mathematics 

Music 

Physical Education 

Public Services Btec 

Religious Studies 

Sciences 

Spanish 

Sport Btec 

Welsh 

 

 

Miss. J. Mykisova/Mr. J. Saunders 

Miss. E. Rushworth 

Mr Michael Lewis 

Mr. K. A. Lockett 

Mrs. J.R. Thomas 

Mr. C. Thomas 

Mr. C. Thomas 

Ms. L. Roberts 

Mrs. J. Williams 

Mrs. L. Sheldon 

Mr. D. Mason 

Mrs C Thomas 

Mr.D. Rew 

Mr. I. Meredith 

Mrs.A. Parsons 

Miss. K. Lawlor 

Mr. K. A. Lockett 

Ms C Smitham 

Mrs. J.R. Thomas 

Mr D Scandrett 

Mrs. L. Sheldon 

Mr W Thomas 

Mrs. M. Amber 

 

C14 

D14 

B1 

D12 

B21 

B10 

B10 

C1 

A4 

A15 

C5 

F4 

C16 

A13 

B9 

C2 

PE 

B2 

B21 

B18 

A15 

PE 

D2 

 
   

   

If you, or your son/daughter, have any queries about subjects then he/she 
could go and see the subject leaders in the rooms shown above or, you may 
wish to contact them yourself.   



 

GOWERTON SCHOOL 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Course Information 



 

COMPULSORY SUBJECT ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
 
 

 

 

 

All pupils entering Year 10 will follow the 

National Curriculum programmes of study 

to achieve the Attainment Targets 

incorporated in the WJEC syllabus for 

GCSE/Key Stage 4 English Language.  

 

 

They will “develop their ability to use 

English as active and informed citizens 

and be able to speak, listen, read and write 

fluently, appropriately, effectively and 

critically - for a wide range of personal, 

functional and social purposes”.  

 

 

 

 

 

The aim of the course is to enable pupils to:- 
 

 demonstrate oracy, reading and writing skills confidently, effectively, precisely and 

appropriately  

 demonstrate proficiency in accessing and retrieving information from a wide range of 

written and dynamic/ digital texts, showing a broad understanding of the text, summarising 

and synthesising content, inferring intended meaning and evaluating its purpose 

 understand the patterns, structures and conventions of oral and written language 

 understand the impact of variations in language, selecting and adapting speech and writing 

to different situations, purposes and audiences 

 develop skills to meet own personal needs as well as the needs of employers and further 

education so that pupils can fully participate in society and the world of work 

 develop verbal reasoning and ability to think constructively and critically in response to 

digital/ dynamic texts  

 develop proof-reading and editing skills 

 acquire the necessary skills needed for further study, including the study of English at 

Level 3 of the National Qualifications Framework   

 



 

 
 

Assessment for GCSE Language is “untiered” , i.e. both externally assessed units allow candidates 

to access the full range of A*-G.  

 

Contact teacher - Mrs J Williams 



 

COMPULSORY SUBJECT ENGLISH LITERATURE 
 

 

The study of Literature is an integral part of the course for assessment in English 
Language, but most pupils will also be separately assessed for GCSE/Key Stage 4 
English Literature. 

In addition to the National Curriculum requirements for English Language, pupils 
will have to demonstrate that they can acquire first hand knowledge and 

understanding of literary texts, recognise and appreciate ways in which writers 
achieve their effects, communicate a sensitive and informed personal response to 
what is read and relate their study of individual texts to their wider experience of 

life and literature. 
 
 

 
 

 
Assessment will consist of: 
 

 
External Examination (75%) 

 
Unit 1. Different Cultures Prose: Response to a prescribed novel (21%) and 
Contemporary Poetry: Comparison of unseen poems (14%) (2 hours) 
 
Unit 2. Drama and Prose (Literary Heritage/Contemporary) Response to two 

prescribed texts (40%) (2 hours) 
 
 

Controlled Assessment (25%) 
 

 Unit 3. Poetry and Drama (Linked Texts): Poetry from prescribed collection 
and a Shakespeare play (to take place during School time) 

 

 
Pupils will be entered for one of two tiers of papers depending on their level of 
achievement. 

    
Contact Teacher – Mrs J Williams 

 

 

 



 

COMPULSORY SUBJECT MATHEMATICS 
 
Mathematics is compulsory for all pupils from Year 7 to Year 11.  
 
The progress of each pupil is monitored carefully throughout the five year course.   At the end 
of Year 9 pupils are placed in sets according to their ability, the appropriate set being decided 
by their teachers, the decision being based upon both examination results obtained at the 
end of the year and tests/work completed during the year. 
 
For the first time pupils will sit 2 distinct GCSE exams in Mathematics, one called 
GCSE Numeracy and the other GCSE Mathematics. 
 

The Numeracy GCSE will focus on mathematics questions that are set in real life context.  
The Mathematics GCSE will be more topic based and more similar to the current exams. 
Depending on ability, pupils will follow a course at Higher, Intermediate or Foundation tier. 
 

Higher Tier 
Candidates who sit the Higher Tier examinations can 
obtain GCSE grades C- A*. 
Intermediate Tier 
Candidates who sit the Higher Tier examinations can 
obtain GCSE grades E- B. 
 
Foundation Tier 
Candidates who sit the Foundation Tier examinations 
can obtain GCSE grades G - D.    
However the specification indicates that Grade C may 
be awarded at the foundation tier for those candidates 
who have performed exceptionally well and may have 
been inappropriately entered at this tier. 

 

Pupils obtaining a B Grade in both examinations may continue Mathematics at ‘A’ Level. 
A minimum of a C grade is required for most University courses and many courses are now 
requiring a B grade. 
 

Summary of Assessment:    All written exams, no coursework 
 
Units 1 and 2 are of equal weighting and candidates must attempt to answer all questions. 

 Unit 1 is examined without a calculator.   

 Unit 2 is examined with a calculator. 
In the Higher and Intermediate Tier both papers are of 1 hour and 45 minutes duration. 
In the Foundation Tier both papers are of 1 hour and 30 minutes duration. 
 
From the lists of grades indicated for each tier, the importance of selecting the correct level 
for any pupil may be appreciated.   For example, if a pupil were entered for the Higher Tier 
and did not succeed in gaining at least Grade C, then the only other available grade would be 
a ‘U’.   This indicates that the candidate has failed.   It would obviously have been far better if 
the pupils had been entered for the Intermediate Tier, thus making Grades D and E available. 
For pupils whose work either improves, or deteriorates, during Year 10 and 11, changes 
between tiers will be possible.   
 

Contact Teacher – Mrs A Parsons    



 
 

 

COMPULSORY SUBJECT 
 

SCIENCES 
 

 

 
Considering  Options in 
Science 

 
 

Two types of Science Courses are available for Year 9 pupils as they move into Year 
10 and 11. 
 
Generally around 70% of pupils will follow a “Double Science” course – involving two 

sciences: GCSE Science A in Year 10 and GCSE Additional Science in Year 11. 

 
Normally about 30% of pupils will choose to follow the “Triple Science” course which 
follows a course of study through Years 10 and 11 leading to three science 

qualifications – GCSE Biology, GCSE Chemistry and GCSE Physics. 
 

 
Double Science 
This takes 20% of your KS4 lesson time and runs through Years 10 and 11. 

 GCSE Science GCSE A in Year 10. 

 GCSE Additional Science in Year 11. 
Double Science is often the option of pupils with a wide range of abilities and 

interests and is often the choice for pupils with general interest in Science 
 

 
 

Triple Science 
This is for the more able Scientists aiming for separate GCSEs in Biology, Chemistry 

and Physics.  This requires more time, {30% rather than 20%} so has to be opted 
for under ‘Triple Science’ on the option sheet. 
 



 

COMPULSORY SUBJECT SCIENCES 

 

 
 
GCSE Double Science 

 

Summary of Assessments  

 
 
GCSE Science A in year 10, involves 3 

units, externally assessed (60 minutes for both 
Foundation and Higher Tier), plus an internally 

assessed, un-tiered Controlled Assessment, 
covering Biology, Chemistry and Physics. 
 

 
 
GCSE Additional Science in year 11, involves another 3 units, externally 

assessed, plus a Controlled Assessment, similar to Core Science. 
 

 
The units comprising these assessments are summarised in the table below plus 

their weighting. 

 

 
Qualification 

External Units (% weighting) 
 

Biology Chemistry Physics Controlled Assessment 

GCSE  
Science A 

Biology 1 
(25%) 

Chemistry 1 
(25%)1 

Physics 1 
(25%) 

Internal 1 
(B+C+P) 
(25%) 

GCSE  
Additional Science 

Biology 2 
(25%) 

Chemistry 2 
(25%) 

Physics 2 
(25%) 

Internal 2 
(B+C+P) 
(25%) 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

GCSE Triple Science 

 

Summary of Assessments 

 
GCSE Biology involves 3 units, externally assessed (60 minutes for both Foundation 

and Higher Tier), plus an internally assessed, un-tiered Controlled Assessment. 
 

 
GCSE Chemistry involves 3 units, externally assessed 

(60 minutes for both Foundation and Higher Tier), plus 
an internally assessed, un-tiered Controlled 

Assessment. 
 
 
GCSE Physics involves 3 units, externally assessed (60 

minutes for both Foundation and Higher Tier), plus an 
internally assessed, un-tiered Controlled Assessment. 
 
 
 
The units comprising these assessments are summarised in the table below plus 
their weighting. 

 

 

 
Qualification 

External Units (% weighting) Internal Units 

External Exam 
(June 2016) 

External Exam 
(January 2017) 

External 
Exam  
(June 
2017) 

Controlled 
Assessment 

GCSE Biology Biology 1 
(25%) 

Biology 2 
(25%) 

Biology 3 
(25%) 

Biology CA 
(25%) 

GCSE 

Chemistry 
Chemistry 1 

(25%) 
Chemistry 2 

(25%) 
Chemistry 

3 
(25%) 

Chemistry CA 

(25%) 

GCSE 

Physics 
Physics 1 

(25%) 
Physics 2 

(25%) 
Physics 3 

(25%) 
Physics CA 

(25%) 



 

 

 

COMPULSORY SUBJECT Welsh 

 

 

                                  
CYMRAEG                                
 

It is obviously an advantage to learn Welsh, as 

knowledge of the language is a means of identifications 
with the area and country in which we live. It opens a 

door to the culture on our doorstep and since Welsh is 
now compulsory, in all schools in Wales, it will be more 
and more difficult in the future to obtain a post in Wales 

without a qualification in the language. 
 

 
 
At Gowerton School Welsh is offered as a second language – higher and 

foundation levels. There are two GCSE options available, GCSE Full Course and 
GCSE Short Course. Both concentrate on the basic linguistic skills, with a 
particular emphasis on oral proficiency. Only the Full Course offers a full GCSE 

qualification, the Short Course is equivalent to ½ GCSE qualification but 
combined with another short course, e.g. RE, becomes a full GCSE qualification. 

The courses differ in content and assessment requirements. 
 

 

BWRDD ARHOLI / EXAM BOARD: CBAC/WJEC 

GWOBRWYO/ACCREDITATION: TGAU Cwrs Llawn Cymraeg Ail Iaith (Uwch/Sylfaenol)                                          

                                      GCSE Full Course Welsh Second Language (Higher/Foundation)                                         

 

 

Work will be based on a series of topics which include: family and friends, 
leisure time and media, Welsh Culture and the environment. Five lessons per 

cycle are allocated to this option. 
 

Asesu Allanol/ External Assessment Asesu dan Reolaeth / Controlled 

Assessment 

75% 25% 

 

 

Contact teacher: Mrs M Amber 



 

 

OPTIONAL SUBJECT ART & DESIGN 
 

 

Why study Art and Design?    
 
Remember that every time you open a 

magazine, use a computer, buy a CD or clothes, 
use a tin opener or sit in a chair you are 

choosing and using something in which an 
artist or designer has been involved in creating. 
  All through your life you will be making your 

own artistic decisions and hopefully enjoying 
the work of other artists and designers whether the results of their efforts are on 
gallery walls, or in Miss Selfridge, Top Shop, HMV or Big Drop. 

 
Studying GCSE Art and Design will also give you the confidence to create your 

own art after you leave school and of course it is an important qualification for 
many careers including architecture, design, illustration, film, animation, art 
therapy and many crafts. 

 
The GCSE examination is designed to assess your positive achievement whatever 

your ability, with great emphasis being placed on your personal research and 
contribution.   The course will introduce you to the skills necessary to produce 
results in drawing, painting, graphics, photography, textiles, mixed media, 

Photoshop and sculpture.   You will also be encouraged to look at the work of 
other artists and designers, through books and reproductions and visits to 
museums and galleries. 

 
Assessment 

This consists of two parts: - 
1. A 10 hour Controlled Test for which preparatory work must be produced 

and assessed. Subjects are issued in January of Year 11 and are always 

varied and exciting.                                                                           
          40% 

2. 2.   Course Work, which will be composed of 1 unit of work produced in 
class.   Regular          homework supports coursework. 
                                             60% 

3.  
During the first term of Year 10 you will revise and develop the skills that you 
learned in Years 7 - 9.   During each one of the following three terms you will 

work on a different section of work. Independent effort through homework will be 
necessary if you are to have enough work to offer for assessment. 

Each part should show written and visual investigation and relate to the work of 
other artists, as well as being of personal interest to you. 
Through hard work and self-disciplined effort you can expect to enjoy producing 

good work of your own that is personal, original and of a high standard. 
 
Contact Teachers – Ms J Mykisova and Mr J Saunders                      

  



 

OPTIONAL SUBJECT Business Btec 
 
 

BTEC Business- Understanding Enterprise 
 
Have you ever had a great idea that could make money? 
Well, Business Level 2 BTEC course will help you develop your ideas and ultimately lead 
you to write your very own business plan to pitch. 
 
You’ll be taught all of the component parts you need for setting up your business, from 
market research and financial modelling, through to learning how to pitch your 
business to an investor. Over the course of the two years, you’ll develop your 
entrepreneurial mindset as well as gaining the focus and know-how to guide you 
through the types of decisions that successful business people make every day. 
 
You will have an opportunity to experience a wide range of business disciplines leading 
to a vocational qualification which will prepare you for employment and/or provide 
career development opportunities and will equip you to enter a career or progress to 
more advanced studies.  
 
The course comprises of varying modules all related to putting a business plan together 
to set up your own business.  
 
How is it assessed? 
You are continuously assessed throughout the course, you learn, and are assessed by 
doing assignments. For each Unit standards are laid down, which you have to meet. 
Your tutors ensure that you are given opportunities to do this through assignments, 
running events, work experience projects, case studies and problem-solving situations 
(100% coursework assessment) 
 
Units include: 

 
Prior Knowledge 
 

There is no specific requirement for prior learning with this course. It builds on 
the knowledge, understanding and skills acquired at Key Stages 1-3 in a wide 

range of subjects. The subjects will include those studied as part of the National 
Curriculum such as Mathematics, English, History and Geography. 

Contact Teacher – Miss E Rushworth    



 

OPTIONAL SUBJECT CATERING  
 
 

 
WJEC GCSE Hospitality & Catering 
 

 
This course has been designed to give 

candidates an introduction to the hospitality & 
catering industry. It will concentrate on the 
main areas of food production and food service. 

A high level of practical skill is needed and food 
prepared will reflect that served in restaurants 
and hotels. Pupils must expect to provide 

ingredients weekly for this course. 
 

There is no final practical examination – Controlled Assessments take place once 
in Year 10 and once in Year 11. 
 

The assessment is as follows: 
      (i)   Theory:  40% 

      A written examination - 1 ¼  hours long. This exam will be taken during 
the June exams at the end of Year 11. 

      (ii)   Two practical assessments:  40% (15% + 25%) 

      The practical assessments are controlled tasks which are set by the      
 WJEC. These tasks are internally assessed using the WJEC set 
                                            criteria and externally moderated. 

 
The Catering course is a rewarding one, but a high level of organisation and 

commitment is required. Pupils must be aware that the course in not purely 
practical, there is theory work as well. 
During the duration of the course, pupils will make a range of dishes including 

Various soups, Creamy Chicken and mushroom, Lasagne, Quiche, Bakewell 
Tart, Profiteroles, Victoria Sandwich, Chocolate Mousse, Gateau, Potato 

Dauphinnoise, Stuffed Chicken, Various salad dishes, Crème Brulee, Canneloni 
and Panna Cotta. 
This course would suit pupils who are interested in studying Hospitality & 

Catering Post 16, who may be interested in working in the industry once they 
leave school or who are maybe thinking about joining the armed forces, but this 
course would also suit pupils who want to learn to cook as being able to cook is 

an invaluable life skill. 
 

Contact Teacher – Mr M Lewis 

 



 

OPTIONAL SUBJECT DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY 
 
WJEC GCSE Design & Technology 
 

Pupils are able to choose which focus 
areas to work in from the following list.  
 

Qualifications in D&T lead to a range of 
skilled professions such as Graphic and 

Product design, Architecture, 
Engineering, Fashion & Textiles, Model 
making etc.  

 
Graphic Products 

Designing Packaging, Graphic artwork, logos and corporate identities. This 
course also uses software such as Photoshop and Illustrator. Manufacturing is 
undertaken using paper, card, CAD/CAM, plastics. It also involves designing 

and making in printed materials and digital media such as iPads and web page 
layout. 
 

Product Design  
This year, Product Design covers  the resistant materials, textiles and systems 

course options. Students will be able to focuses on designing through styling and 
modelling whilst using a range of materials and processes. Students can focus 
on a range of Computer visuals and 3D modelling is used as well as CAM 

manufacturing. Projects include lighting design and restyling of futuristic mobile 
devices.   
 

Textiles Technology                           
Using fabrics and textiles to produce decorative garments and products. This 

includes computer aided embroidery, CAD/CAM and surface decoration. 
 
Each focus area is build on skills formed in KS3 D&T. All focus areas make use 

of ICT and Computer Aided Design and Manufacture with Graphic Products and 
Product/Systems making heavy use of CAD, using programmes like 

Photoshop/Illustrator as well as other specialist software  
                                
Assessment 

There is one level of entry with the grades from A* to G available: 
The assessment is as follows: 
UNIT 1   A written examination - 2 hours long - 40% of the marks 

This exam will be taken during the June exams at the end of Year 11. 
UNIT 2 Controlled Assessment Task – 30 hours long - 60% of the marks 

This task will be completed in Year 11. The CAT is about Designing and Making 
 a finished working Product. A design portfolio and a product will be made using 
the materials of the chosen focus area. Students are encouraged to be creative 

and to explore briefs in a broad way to create original and exciting final 
products. 

 
Contact Teacher – Mr C Thomas                    



 

OPTIONAL SUBJECT 

 

Computer Science 

 

Who is this course for? 
 

Computer Science is a new opportunity at GCSE level which 

is designed to teach pupils the skills they require to not just 

use computers but to programme them. The course is 

challenging and aimed at our more able pupils with a 

particular flair for the subjects of ICT and Mathematics. The 

course requires and develops capabilities in solving deep, 

multidimensional problems requiring imagination. Those 

pupils who enjoyed the Scratch project in year 8 or have 

programmed in their own time are likely to be suited to this 

course. 

 

What does the course entail? 
 

Unit 1: Understanding Computer Science (45%) 
 - Assessment consists of a 90 minute written examination 

 

Unit 2: Solving Problems Using Computers (30%) 
 - Assessment consists of on screen tasks completed under exam 

conditions in a 2 hr time period 

 - Involves solving programming problems and adapting code that is 

provided to pupils 

 

Unit 3: Developing Computing Solutions (25%) 
 - Assessed by a controlled assessment task completed in lessons over 

a 15 hr period 

 - Involves creating a computer programme to solve a given scenario 

 

Why choose this course? 
 

Computing and computer technology are part of just about everything that touches our lives from 

the cars we drive, to the movies we watch, to the latest mobile phone or games console. 

Computing drives innovation in the sciences and also in engineering, business, entertainment and 

education. If you want to make a positive difference in the world, studying computing could help 

you achieve this. Computing jobs are among the highest paid and have the highest job satisfaction. 

 

For inspiration watch this video on Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmM_xDzy2nU 

 

Contact Teacher – Mr I Meredith 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmM_xDzy2nU


 

Construction and Built Environment Level 1 / 2 Awards are 

a suite of qualifications that allow for  learning and assessment 

in the study of how buildings are designed, constructed and 

maintained. There are three awards to choose from, which can 

be taken individually or combined. 

Construction Industry Training Board 
(CITB) Wales 

"CITB are delighted to have been able to work with WJEC to 

develop the Level 1 / 2 Construction Qualifications which are 

based on industry approved content and provide the opportunity 

to inspire the next generation of young people to consider 

Construction in its widest context as a Career of Choice." 

- Gareth Williams, Qualifications and Careers Manager, CITB Wales 

 

There are many places where the construction process takes place.  

The WJEC Level 1/2 Award in Constructing the Built Environment is designed to support learners 

to develop an awareness of the key considerations needed in this area. 

 It provides learners with a broad introduction to the different trades involved in the sector and the 

types of career opportunities available. It is mainly suitable as a foundation for further study.  

This further study could provide learners with the awareness of the work of different types of job 

roles in the sector such as plumbers, carpenters and bricklayers. As a result, they may wish to start 

an apprenticeship or continue with their studies in order to pursue those job roles. 

OPTIONAL SUBJECT Construction 
 



 

OPTIONAL SUBJECT DRAMA 
 

 
 
 

 
The course offered at Gowerton is the WJEC Drama GCSE Course. 
  

Assessment 
 

Grading is by  assessment of 
practical work both internally 
(Unit One) and externally (Unit 

Two) and controlled assessment, 
there is also a written 

examination (Unit Three) at the 
end of the course. 
  

 
 
Course Structure 

  
The GCSE Drama course comprises three units: 

  
Unit One – Devised Performance and Controlled Assessment 
  

Candidates will devise a practical performance based on a theme, linked with a 
practitioner or genre. 

They will then write a written report of the practical work they completed under 
formal supervision.  
  

Unit Two – Performance from a Text 
  
Candidates will be assessed on either their acting or a theatre design skill, in a 

scene from a published play.   
  

Unit Three – Written Examination 
 
Candidates will sit a 1 ¼ hour written examination. They will be assessed on 

their ability to analyse one set text as an actor, designer and  director. 
  
  

Contact Teacher – Ms Elisabeth Roberts 

 



 

OPTIONAL SUBJECT GEOGRAPHY 
 
Geography GCSE 
 

 
 

Geography is a popular subject that provides 
a good bridge between Science, Arts and 
Commercial subjects.  

 
It can be studied in combination with a great 

variety of subjects at all levels and it therefore 
allows pupils to ‘keep their options open’.  
 

Graduates with Geography degrees go on to a 
wide range of professions including: Public 
Services, Cartography, Surveying, Accountancy, Armed Forces, Retail 

Management, Law, Local Government and Teaching. 
 
 

 
Year 7, 8 and 9 Geography courses have provided a sound foundation for this. 
 

Assessment consists of: 
 

 75% by examination at the end of Years 10 & 11 
 

 25% through a geographical enquiry which involves the completion of an 
enquiry based on field work (10%), and a problem solving decision making 

exercise (15%). 
 
 

Year 10 pupils undertake a field trip to the river Ilston, where much of the 
ground work for the enquiry is completed.  
 

Assessment Overview 
 

 
Paper 1 (end of Year 10)  1¾ hours 40% 

Paper 2 (end of Year 11)  1¼ hours 35% 

 

Geographical Enquiry: 
Fieldwork (10%) 
Problem Solving (15%) 

  

25% 

 



 

 
In Year 10 pupils study 6 core modules: 

 
A. The Physical World 

 
Water 

River processes and landforms 

Managing rivers 
 

Climate Change 

Causes and Effects 
Reducing its impact 

 
Living in an active zone 

Hazards at plate margins 

Reducing the risk 
 
 

 
 

B. A Global World 
 

Changing populations 

World population distribution 

     Future changes in distribution  
     and structure. 
 
Interdependence 

     Trends in globalisation 
      Impacts of globalisation 

     
Development 

Measuring patterns of 
development 
Achieving the Millennium 

Development Goals 
 

In Year 11 pupils choose 3 from 6 optional modules: 
 
A. Physical Options 

 
Our changing coast line 

Coastal processes and landforms 

Managing coasts 
Future coastlines 

 
Weather and Climate 

Climate patterns in the UK 

Weather hazards 
Reducing the risks 

 
Living things 

The Living Planet 

Management 
Alternative futures 

 

 
B. Human Options 

 
Tourism 

The changing nature of tourism 

     The impact of tourism 
     Sustainable growth of tourism 

   
Retail and Urban Change 

      The changing city centre 

      Changing patterns of retailing 
      Alternative futures 

     
Economic change and Wales 

Current patterns of work and 

employment 
     Future employment 
     Future for energy in Wales 

 
 

 
 
 

Contact Teacher - Mr D Mason    
 



 

OPTIONAL SUBJECT 
 

Health and Social Care 

 

Students study a range of Health and Social Care units within a variety of work 
place settings. This qualification provides students with the opportunity to develop 

their knowledge and understanding of Health and Social care in a vocational 
context. 
 

WJEC Assessment 
The course is divided into two units: 

 Unit 1 – Controlled assessment (coursework) task is worth 60% of the total 

marks (Y11). 
 Unit 2 – Examination (1 ¼ hours) is worth 

40% of the total marks (Y10). 
 

Unit 1 – controlled assessment sections include: 
 Care needs of individuals 
 Types of care services 

 The ways of obtaining care services and the 
barriers  

they face 
 The main work roles and skills of people who provide health, social care and 

children services 
 The principles of care 

 

This coursework will be completed over a period of 45 hours under supervision. 

Although I must point out that pupils will be expected to carry out their own 
research and stick to deadline dates. I will provide as much help and guidance as I 

can, however I feel that it is important for pupils to show me the same commitment. 
 

Unit 2 – Examination sections include: 
 Human growth and development 
 The factors affecting growth and development 

 The development of self-esteem/image 
 Life changes and sources of support 

 
This subject is suitable for students who need a 

broad background in all Health and Social care 
sectors. This subject can also provide valuable 

preparation for students wishing to enter higher 
education, as well as those entering the 

workplace.  
Health and Social Care is an excellent 

qualification for students looking to enter 
medical and social care careers as well as those 

looking to pursue careers in childcare, 
psychology, social work and teaching. 

The Health and Social care sector is the largest employer in Wales with ever evolving 
career opportunities.  

 
                              
Contact Teacher – Mrs C Thomas 

  

 



INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY 

OPTIONAL SUBJECT HISTORY 
 

               
 

HISTORY GCSE                                                     
The course focuses on some of the key events of the twentieth century. It is made 

up of three exam units and one coursework unit. Each unit is worth 25% of the 
GCSE. 
 

The United States of America, 1929–2000 
The outline study looks at the history of the USA from the Wall Street Crash to 

the end of the Cold War. In particular, it examines: 
 how the lives of black people in America changed between 1929 and 

2000 as a result of the Civil Rights Movement, and  

 America’s role in world affairs between 1929 and 2000. This includes its 
involvement in the Second World War, the Cuban Missile Crisis and the 

Vietnam War. 
 
Germany, 1929–47 

The first in-depth topic looks at the troubled history of Germany during the first 
half of the twentieth century. The main areas of study are: 

 the problems facing Germany after its defeat in the First World War, 

 the rise of Hitler and the Nazis, 

 how the Nazis affected the lives of the German people and 

 what impact the Second World War had on Germany. 

 

Depression, War and Recovery, 1930–51 
The second in-depth topic looks at the history of England and Wales. In 

particular, it examines: 
 how people’s lives were affected by the Great Depression, 

 why Britain went to war with Germany in 1939, 

 how people coped with the experience of the Second World War and 

 how the Labour government changed Britain after the War. 

 
Controlled Assessment 

This part of the course looks in detail at a historical event or person that has 
caused controversy. In previous years, pupils have examined various types of 

evidence to decide whether the Sixties were really ‘Swinging’ or if British troops 
acted reasonably in Northern Ireland on Bloody Sunday. 
 

 
       



Prepare yourself for tomorrows world today! 

 

 
The ICT Department currently offer the WJEC GCSE qualification. 
 
We offer the chance to develop your skills in ICT that you won’t get in other subjects. 
From web-design to computer animation, or from creating computer graphic to e-
commerce. Whichever route you decide to take you can be confident that you are 
developing ICT skills that are valuable in the work place. Our lessons aim to prepare you 
for the technology and innovations of tomorrow, whatever they may be.  
 
What you need to know: 
 

 Pupils study both theory and practical elements in 

both their first and second years of study. 

 The course is assessed through two controlled 

assessment tasks (one completed each year), there 

are also two exam papers which are traditionally 

taken during the summer term of year 11.  

 The controlled assessment elements count towards 60% 

of the final grade while the two exam papers contribute 

the remaining 40%. 

 Pupils at Gowerton have traditionally achieved very 

well at this course with pupils sitting the exams in the 

summer of 2012 achieving excellent pass rates.  

 89% of these pupils achieved an A*-C grade. 

 42% achieved the higher A* and A grades 

 

 

As a forward thinking department we are looking at other 
courses to offer our students. With many new developments in 
the subject area of computing at present, we may be in a 
position to offer a further course option to our pupils. Should this be the case we shall 
inform you of this in due course. 
Contact Teacher – Mr I Meredith  

  Back to menu 

. 

OPTIONAL SUBJECT 
 

ICT 



 

 

OPTIONAL SUBJECT Modern Foreign Languages 

 
 
 

Modern Languages 
 

Speaking a modern language opens up a host of opportunities for young people in 
Wales. You may plan to work or study abroad in the future or your employer may need 
to send you abroad for several weeks or months as part of your job. You may even 

want to travel during a gap year. Remember, all foreign travel is much more rewarding 
(and less stressful!) if you can communicate effectively with local people. You gain an 

insight into the country that is much deeper than that of a tourist. 
There are three things you should remember about languages: 
 

1.         It’s a multilingual world – English is not 
enough; not everyone speaks English. 

2.          You don’t have to be fluent in a language – a 

little language can make a big difference. 
3.           Languages can improve the quality of your life 

and your understanding of how other people 
live and think. 

 

At Gowerton you can study French and/or Spanish at GCSE level. 
 

GCSE French Topics 
 
Personal and Social life 

Self, family, friends, home, life, shopping, meals, healthy living, illness and accident, 
free time, fashion, relationships, and future plans. 
 

Local Community 
Home town, school, education, local environment, pollution, recycling, local facilities, 

comparisons with other towns and regions, weather and seasons. 
 
The World of Work 

Work experience, part-time jobs, future careers, and new technology. 
 

The Wider World 
Travel and holidays, media and social issues, life in the countries where the language 
is spoken. 

 
Examinations 
 

Candidates will have a Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing examination at 
the end of Year 11. Each examination is worth 25% of the final GCSE 



 

 

GCSE Spanish 
 
This is a popular option at GCSE and allows you to develop your knowledge of 

Spanish, Spain and Spanish speaking countries.  
 
The following topics will be covered: 

 
Personal and Social life 
Self, family, friends, home, life, shopping, meals, healthy living, illness and accident, 

free time, fashion, relationships, and future plans. 
 

Local Community 
Home town, school, education, local environment, pollution, recycling, local facilities, 
comparisons with other towns and regions, weather and seasons. 

 
The World of Work 

Work experience, part-time jobs, future careers, and new technology. 
 
The Wider World 

Travel and holidays, media and social issues, life in the countries where the language 
is spoken. 
 

 
Examinations 

 
Candidates will have a Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing examination at 
the end of Year 11. Each examination is worth 25% of the final GCSE 

 
 
 

The contact teacher for GCSE French &  Spanish is Mrs L Sheldon 



 

OPTIONAL SUBJECT MUSIC 
 

 
 
 

The GCSE Music course is designed to 
offer candidates an interesting and 

stimulating experience of the three main 
musical activities: performing, 
composing and listening (usually called 

appraising.) 
 

 
 
 

The course is a development of the music curriculum at KS3 and is designed for 
a wide range of musical abilities; pupils will be able to reach an appropriate 
practical standard through activities in class. 

The course is not devoted to “classical” music; it also includes jazz, pop and 
modern music. 

 
 
Assessment 

Assessment is made in three areas: 
Performing (30%) is assessed in a practical examination in which 
candidates will be required to sing or play an instrument, alone and in a 

group at a level appropriate to their abilities and experience. 
      Composing (30%) is course work based; during the two years candidates 

compose original pieces of music with the guidance of the teacher. The 
best of these will then be submitted as a folio at the end of the course. The 
use of ICT is encouraged in this area. 

      Listening (40%) is assessed in a terminal examination. Candidates 
answer questions from units that have been covered including Welsh 

Music, Music Evolution, Music for Stage and Screen and Musical 
Structure. 

 

 
Contact Teacher – Ms K Lawlor 
 



 

OPTIONAL SUBJECT PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
 
 

The GCSE syllabus consists of practical and theoretical elements, which enable 
pupils to develop concepts and activities covered in Years 7 - 9. 
 

The course is currently being updated by the exam 
board but will be can be divided into two sections: 

 
 
1. Practical 50% 

 
The practical element of the course is based on 
continuous assessment over the two years, 

concluding with a moderated examination. 
 

Practical marks can be achieved through performing, officiating, or leading, 
and all pupils will be given the opportunity to develop these skills during the 
course. Assessment is based on four activities selected from the list shown. 

 
Adventurous   Competitive 

Hill Walking   Games Activities:  Swimming Activities: 
Rock Climbing   Football   Swimming 
Sailing    Rugby League  Life Saving 

Canoeing   Rugby Union   
Kayaking   Netball   Athletic Activities:  
Ski-ing    Basketball   Athletics (Track & Field) 

Snow Boarding   Hockey or Ice Hockey Cross Country Running 
Water ski-ing   Lacrosse   Rowing 

Wind Surfing   Badminton   Weight Lifting 
Scuba Diving   Table Tennis  Cycling 
Life Saving   Tennis    

Mountain Biking  Squash   Combat Activities: 
Horse Riding   Volleyball   Judo 
Surfing    Cricket   Fencing 

     Baseball or Rounders    
     or Softball 

     Bowls 
     Golf 
     Water Polo 

 



 

 
 

Areas of Experience: 
 
Health Fitness and Well Being:   

Creative Adventurous Competitive Step Aerobics    
Yoga      Aerobics 

Weight Training    Machine Rowing (non competitive) 
Circuit Training    Cycling (non competitive) 
       Power Walking 

 
 
Creative: 

Gymnastic Activities    Dance Activities 
Olympic (formal)    Contemporary 

Rhythmic     Street 
Thematic     Hip Hop 
Acrobatic     Folk 

Martial Arts     Historical 
Trampolining     Theatrical 

Diving      Jazz 
       Social 
      

Only those pupils who have displayed a positive attitude and have achieved a 
high level of performance in a variety of activities in years 7-9 will be 
encouraged to undertake this option. 

 
2. Theory 50% 

 
It is important before they select this option that pupils realise there is a 
considerable amount of written work and course work. 

 
This aspect is assessed through one 2 hour written examination at the end of 

Year 11. 
 
Topics covered: 

 

 Physical Fitness 

 Sociological aspects of sport. 

 Diet and Nutrition.  

 Effects of Exercise Training. 

 Safety in Sport. 

 Skill and Psychological Factors. 

 
Pupils will be required to purchase a PE GCSE Kit which will be available from 

our school suppliers prior to beginning this course. 
 
Contact Teacher: Mr K Lockett 

 



 
OPTIONAL SUBJECT BTEC PUBLIC SERVICES 

(Teamwork & Personal Development in 

the Community) 

(Extended Certificate) 

 

 
 
 
COURSE CONTENT 
 
 
This is a level 2 qualification worth 2 GCSEs for 

learners who have the potential to achieve A-Cs at 
GCSE.  Students are awarded a Distinction, Merit or 
Pass overall.   This course centres around the work of 
the Public Services and will focus on providing 
opportunities for learners to develop a range of 
interpersonal skills, personal qualities and attitudes 
required for working life.  
  
Over the two years, learners will have to complete the 
4 units of work below:- 
  
 
 
 

 

Year 10 Year 11 

Teamwork and Communication Skills  

(10 credits) 

Improving Health and Fitness in Uniformed 

Organisations (10 credits) 

Career Planning and Self Assessment for 

Uniformed Organisations 

(5 credits) 

Employment Skills in Uniformed 

Organisations 

(5 credits) 

 
 
Detailed content on each of these units is available at:- 
 
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/btec-

specialist/BTEC_L2_Teamwork_and_Personal_Development_in_the_Community.pdf 
 

  



 
 

ASSESSMENT DETAILS for Btec PUBLIC SERVICES:      
 
Exam Board: EDEXCEL 
 
The qualification is 100% coursework and is assessed through internally set 
assignments and externally verified through the Awarding Body.  Evidence to 
show understanding can be obtained in various ways including:- 
  

 Written evidence 

 Witness Statements /observation records 

 Group presentations/discussions 

 Team building Activities 

 Role Plays 
  

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES / WHY STUDY THE SUBJECT? 
 
Successful learners will be able to progress to Level 3 programmes for example the 
BTEC Diploma in Public Services.  They may also progress to other advanced 
courses in a variety of areas depending on additional GCSE qualifications gained. 
This qualification will enable learners to follow a wide variety of employment 
pathways in both the uniformed and non uniformed public service sectors. 
  
 
Potential Career Opportunities: 
 

 Army Officer 

 Police Service 

 Fire Service 

 Civil Service Administrative Assistant/Management Trainee 

 Local Government Officers 

 Prison Service 

 Paramedic 

 RAF 

 Navy 
  
 
 
Contact Teacher: Miss C Smitham



 

OPTIONAL SUBJECT 
 

RE GCSE 
Full Course 

 
 

A Popular Choice 
 

Would it surprise you to learn that more students now take RE 

at GCSE and A level than at any other time in the past? 
Why do you think the subject has become so popular? 
 

Understanding Society 
 

Maybe it’s because our society has become so multi-cultural 

that issues of religion are becoming headline news. What 

people believe and how they behave has become a fascinating 

area of study. 
 

The Choice of Employers 
 

Just as important explaining the rise of students taking religious studies is the fact that employers really 

value the qualification. As one major high street computer games retailer recently told it’s recruitment 

teams 
When employing staff look out for students of religious studies, they are usually very solid, reliable, 

thinking people will be likely to have good logical skills also be very people orientated. 
 

A colourful and relevant subject 
 

Would you like the same to be said of you? Would you like to learn more about religion and morality 

from worldwide perspective? If so opt for religious studies and join many thousands of students in the 

UK who can see the advantages of taking a very colourful subject which will teach you the life skills of 

critical thinking, evaluation, cultural understanding and empathy. 
 

What other students have said 
 

‘I am not religious but this GCSE has been really interesting. We've looked at two religions and have 

been encouraged to be critical of each’. 
‘The subject is taught in a very exciting and up-to-date way’. 
‘Visits and speakers were really interesting’. 
 

What will I study? 
 

The GCSE course is changing in 2016. It is likely that you will study: 
·         Religion and Ethical Ideas 
·         Religion and Philosophical Ideas 

 
The topics will include relationships, human rights, life and death and good and evil. You will look at 

what Christianity and another religion teach about these issues but you will also be encouraged to 

develop your own point of view.  
 



 

 

How will I be taught? 
 

You will be taught by subject specialists in the study of religion; these teachers are also WJEC assistant 

examiners. The department makes use of ICT, PowerPoint presentations, interactive learning, Internet, 

possible visits to places of worship and the opportunity to hear speakers. Teacher led class discussion 

and debate is also a key feature of the course. Homework and exam preparation are set regularly and 

assessments take place after each unit. After-school revision sessions are offered in the run-up to 

examinations and pupils will even have an opportunity to get one paper out of the way at the end of 

year 10 so the work load is spread over 2 years. 
 

Careers and Employment 
 

There are 3 main ways of using RE in the world of work: 

 
1     Careers where it is important or useful to have a knowledge of what really matters to people - 
      e.g. health care, child care, medicine, psychologist and customer services. 
 

2     Careers which make good use of the research, investigatory and report writing techniques 

learned in studying religion - e.g. law, police work (forensics), psychology, public services and 

management. 
 

3     Careers where you need specific knowledge of religion - e.g. teaching, social work, 

archaeology, museum work, fine art, conservation, natural history, architecture, youth work 

and ministry. 
 

Exam details 
Exam board:                                  WJEC 
Website:                                      www.wjec.co.uk 
 

Grade range for each paper:  A* to G 
Assessment:                                  2 papers   Religion & Ethical Issues 
                                                     Religion & Philosophical Ideas 
Coursework:      None 
 

Results 
 

Results have been excellent, in the last three years over 85% of students have gained Grade C or better. 

 

 

Contact teacher: Mrs J R Thomas 
  



 
OPTIONAL SUBJECT BTEC Sport 

(Extended Certificate) 

 

  

In sport the assessment is a combination of an external exam (Unit 1: Fitness for Sport and 

Exercise) and internal assessment which is assignment based (Unit 2: Practical Sports 

Performance).  

 

The course will be suited to pupils who have a passion for sport and who enjoy not only the 

participation but also enjoy finding out more about relevant elements of sport; e.g. how to improve 

fitness, how to design a training program and how this would relate to specific sports. Participation 

in practical lessons is compulsory and without participating pupils will struggle to pass the course. 

  

In order to successfully pass the course students must pass the external exam which is computer 

based and sat during Year 10. Strict deadlines are set for the other Units of work that must be 

adhered to. During Year 11 pupils follow two separate units; Sports Performer in Action and 

Training and Personal Fitness that will provide an excellent grounding for further study in sport. 

  

The course has been developed to provide participants with a route into further study of a sporting 

nature. The obvious progression would be to undertake the next level in the BTEC Sports program 

– Level 3. 

  

COURSE CONTENT Year 10 

  

Compulsory Units:    

                                            

Fitness For Sport and Exercise, 

Practical Sports Performance, 

Sports Performer in Action, and  

Training and Personal Fitness 

 

  

Participants on the course often find themselves employed within the health, fitness and sport 

sector. 

  

Potential Career Opportunities: 

·         PE Teacher 

·         Fitness Instructor 

·         Sports Development Officer 

·         Sports Massage 

·         Therapist. 

·         Personal Trainer 

  

Contact Teacher:   Mr W Thomas 

 

 
 

 
     
 


